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‘This is a wonderfully clear teaching
‘Short enough to read in one sitting,
about a joyfully clear conscience.’
significant enough to change your whole life.’
– Kathleen Nielson, The Gospel Coalition – Nancy Guthrie, Bible Teacher & Author
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£1

Jim and Elisabeth Ell

iot

Everyone A Child Should Know Everyone A Child Should Know
Clare Heath-Whyte, illustrated
Memory Cards
by Jenny Brake
Introduce young children to 52
heroes of the faith from all walks
of life, and see how they lived
for their friend Jesus.

The Art of Turning

Kevin DeYoung
Discover freedom from guilt and
shame as this book explains what
the conscience is, and how to
have a clear one.
9781911272212
£2.99 / $4.99
World rights
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9781911272601
£9.99 / $19.99
World rights

52 memory cards to help children
remember who they meet in the book!
9781911272724
£4.99 / $7.99
World rights
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Freedom Movement
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Michael Reeves
£1
This short book about the
Reformation is designed to be
given away.

Elisabeth Elliot
9781910587850
£9.99

Commonwealth rights

9781911272489
£4.99 / $7.99

“Amy Carmichael was one of Northern
Ireland’s true treasures. Her life, her songs and
legacy of faith brought the truth and beauty
of Jesus to countless children. We are honoured
to recommend Elizabeth’s book to you.”
– Keith and Kristyn Getty

World rights

“If you want to know what
made this movement explosively
joyful… read this book.”
– John Piper

THE REFORMATION: 500 Years On

BIOGRAPHY

A Chance to Die
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Fine Gold From Yorkshire

Faith Cook
Introducing 21 characters from
Yorkshire whose lives lived for
God have impacted millions
across the world.
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9781783971947
£7.99 / $12.99
World rights

In Her Words

Patricia St John
Discover what inspired the master
storyteller in her own words.
9781911272588
£9.99
UK rights

Convinced by Scripture

Andy Johnston
This new biography of Martin
Luther’s life challenges and
encourages us to uphold biblical
truths today.
9781911272465
£5.99 / $9.99
World rights

Luther and the 9.5 Theses

£1

Kenneth Brownell
Luther’s 95 theses are summarized
in 9.5 chapters that address how
they should impact life today.
9781911272366
£4.99 / $7.99
World rights
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CHRISTIAN LIFE

CHRISTIAN LIFE
Rooted

God’s Leader

Edward Rhodes
Learn from the lives of those who
have gone before us throughout
church history.

Andy Mason
An overview of leaders throughout the
Bible, alongside a fresh look at gospel
truth to help keep leaders going.

9781911272625
£6.99 / $11.99

9781911272533
£5.99 / $9.99

World rights

Parenting God’s Way

Alistair Begg
What does the Bible have to say
about parenting, and how can it
help your whole family to thrive?
9781911272656
£2.99 / $6.99

New inion
the Unies
ser

Next

Jon Nielson
Calls on fathers to see the
importance of reading God’s word
with their kids, and provides lots
of practical advice to help.
9781922206220
£4.99

World rights

World rights

Bible Reading With Your Kids

Matt Carvel
How to live all of your life for God,
whether you’re a new Christian or a
graduate moving out into the world.

World rights excluding North America,
Australia
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9781911272618
£3.99 / $6.99
World rights

For students
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For graduates

Journey Back to Joy

Dai Hankey
Learn from King David how to turn
to God in repentance and faith,
and experience his forgiveness
afresh.
9781911272816
£2.99 / $4.99
World rights
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The Royal Speech

CHRISTMAS

of Christmas
If I Were in Ch,arillge
ustrated by
Helen Buckley
Jenny Brake
ok explains the
This charming bo
a
to little ones in
Christmas story
.
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w
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ild-friend
creative and ch

Roger Carswell
The Queen’s Speech
is a Christmas
tradition – but what
about the first ever
Christmas message?

8
978191127274
9
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£3.50 / $5

9781911272632
£0.15 / $0.25

World rights

World rights
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STOCKING FILLERS FOR ALL AGES

Dipstick Devotions

Andrew Sweasey
Fun, interactive Bible
devotions for the whole family
to enjoy!

Diary of a Disciple: Peter and Paul’s Story
Gemma Willis
Enjoy this re-telling of the book of Acts,
written in a quirky, contemporary style for
children aged 7-11.
this,

9781911272762 (Key Bible Words) 9781785065699
9781911272755 (Prayer)
£9.99
9781911272779 (God)
£4.99
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The Greatest Gift

Paul Williams
test
Discover the grea
of
gift at the heart
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es
Christmas. D
.
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9781911272731
£2.99 / $4.99
World rights

Christmas Cracker
Marcus Nodder
A short, lighthearted booklet
to give away
explaining the
true meaning of
Christmas.
9781911272809
£0.50 / $0.99
World rights

Come, Let Us Adore Him

Paul David Tripp
Have your attention recaptured
and your awe reawakened at
Christmas by these gospelcentred daily Advent devotions.

9781433556692
£14.99

Fire Road

e Way of Wisdom

Th
Kim Phuc Phan Thi and Ashley Wiersma
othy Keller
The Napalm Girl’s journey through the horrors Tim
ns
A year of daily devotio
of the Vietnam War. A tale of the power and
s.
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ve
Pro
in the book of
resilience that only God provides.
558

9781496424303
£13.99

9781473647
£12.99

£1

Wow!

Dandi Daley Mackall
This vibrant and fun book
explains the gospel using
four simple words: “Wow!”,
“Uh-oh”, “Yes!” and
“Aaahhhh”.
Not available to the trade.

9781911272564
£3.99

CHILDREN

CHILDREN
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The Beginner’s Gospel Story Bible

Jared Kennedy, illustrated by
Trish Mahoney
52 Bible stories retold in a simple and
compelling way, highlighting God’s
story of redemption through Jesus.
9781945270048
£23.99 / $29.99

Rights for Europe, South Africa, Australia,
New Zealand, Asia

UK rights
(non-trade)

Birds and Bees by the Book

Dr Patricia Weerakoon & Lisa
Flanagan
Designed for ages 7-10, this
pack will help you to talk about
sexuality, gender and identity
with your children.

Jungle Doctor Picture Fables Boxset

Paul White
Meet some mischievous, grumpy and wise
jungle creatures and learn more about
God through their adventures. Contains 8
classic stories.

9781925041927
£20 / $34.95

9781911272328
£15.99 / $19.99

Rights for America, Canada, Europe,
South Africa, Australia, New Zealand,
Asia

World rights

The Greatest Rescue Ever! Activity
and Sticker Book

Michael J. Tinker
Junior detectives must keep their wits
about them as they seek to uncover
the truth by unlocking secret codes
and hunting for the hidden treasure!

How to Have a Bible Makeover
Catherine Mackenzie
Learn about being given a new
heart, new love, new mind and
new identity.
9781781917848
£5.99

9781911272458
£3.99 / $6.99
World rights
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Praying for the World

9781911272571
£3.99 / $6.99

9781911272595
£5.99

Adrian Reynolds
60 undated daily devotions.
World rights

DOCTRINE

UNDATED DEVOTIONS

Numbers: In the Wilderness

30 undated devotions to encourage
you to pray for the world.
World rights excluding USA

Faith in a Time of Crisis

Bible Matters

9781922206268
£8.99

9781783595792
£9.99

Cornerstones of Salvation

From Here to Eternity

9781783971954
£10.99 / $14.99

9781925424102
£8.99

Vaughan Roberts & Peter Jensen
Tim Chester
How the gospel shapes true sexuality, How can we access the message
of the Bible day by day?
true love, true unity and true faith.
World rights excluding North America,
Australia

Nehemiah: The Holy City

Chris Young
30 undated daily devotions.
9781911272670
£3.99 / $6.99
World rights
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1 Samuel: The Coming King
Andy Mason
31 undated daily devotions.
9781911272687
£3.99 / $6.99
World rights

Lee Gatiss
An examination of Christian history
for helpful insights on issues facing
the Reformed tradition today.
World rights

Ray Galea
Lessons from Romans 8 that give us
assurance in the face of sin
and suffering.
World rights excluding North America, Australia
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Mustard Polka Dots
9781433553219
£37.99

ESV Journaling Bible
Interleaved Edition

NIV Journaling Bible

Cloth, Turquoise/Coral

With illustrations by Hannah
Dunnett

9781433552779
£27.99

9781473656758
£27.99

NIV Journaling Bible Cloth
Mint Polka Dot
9781444745634
£21.99

BIBLES

BIBLES

ESV Journaling Bible Single
Column

Interleaved
–
opposite ea
ch page of
Bible text
there is
blank pag a
e

We’ve selected a range of attractive
journaling and colouring Bibles in
different translations to help
you engage with God’s Word creatively.
They make a great gift!
The Accessible Bible:
New Testament

Developed for those
with learning disabilities,
moderate sight loss and
low levels of literacy.
9781908880918
£7.99
European rights

NLT Inspire Bible for Creative Journaling
14

Flexiback

9781496419842 | £19.99

NIV Journaling Bible for
NIV Journaling Bible Imitation Colouring In
Leather
9781473640160
Brown with Clasp
9781473607729
£26.99

£24.99
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If it’s cheaper
from Amazon,
we’ll match the
price and refund
the difference

Free UK delivery
when you spend over
£25, or when you order
any 10Publishing title

We withhold the right to change a product’s price at any time

10%

discount
code
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